
The Honorable Anthony Principi 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
52 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington VA 22202 

Subject: Air & Space Information Systems Directorate form Wright-Patterson AFB OH, 
Maxwell AFB, AL and Lackland AFB TX to Hanscom AFB MA. 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

Before I get started I would like to tell you a few things: 1) That the decision to move the 
Operations and Sustainment System Group (OSSG) from Maxwell AFB to Hanscom 
does not affect me personally. I do not work there. 2) I didn't write a letter when 
Maxwell converted to an "A76" Contractor supported installation because I truly believed 
it was best for the taxpayer. 3) If the move takes place I will actually benefit because I 
will get to go TDY up there more often and I will be able to visit all my family in 
Manchester, New Hampshire. 4) I was born and raised in New England and find my self 
cheering on the New England Patriots as well as the Boston Red Sox and Celtics any time 
they play. However, as a taxpayer I can not cheer on behave of this decision. 

As a taxpayer my concerns are as follows: 

1) Cost Saving. If the purpose of the BRAC is to "save money". Then why does it 
make sense to move 1300 positions to Hansocm instead of moving the less than 100 
positions currently located at Hanscom to Maxwell or even Wright Patterson. Reviewing 
the support listed on the BRAC site indicates that a study to determine cost savings was 
only performed when the scenario was moving the jobs from the low cost area to the high 
cost area and not visa versa; therefore, a cost comparison was not performed. The only 
cost saving was due to the lost of civilian and Military jobs and that could be 
accomplished without moving anyone anywhere. Furthermore, there was no indication 
that anyone looked at what the increase of cost to the Air Force for software development 
and sustainment would be and this a disservice to the taxpayer. Specifically, just to 
select a few of the obvious variables, the civilians locality pay is almost 7% higher in 
Bedford MA and Military housing allowance is over $1,000 per month ($12,000 
annually) more in Bedford than in Montgomery Alabama. But the largest increase of cost 
will come at the hands of contractors. In Montgomery we pay approximately $75.00 for 
contract labor per hour to support system sustainment and I am sure that number is 
substantially higher in Bedford but for this analysis we will only double the contract 
support cost: 
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Military Housing 
Allowance increase 

Information Services 
Activity Group 
(ISAG) Civilian Cost 

* FY 2005 Presidents Budget 
* "5 18 military relocating increasing BAH $1000+ per month more 5 18x$12,000= 
$6,216,000. However, it is noted that there are plans to build additional military housing 
at MA taxpayers expense. 
** *FY 2005 Presidents Budget (Contract Consultants [$54,440,000] and Management 
and Professional Support Service [$343,868,000]) 
* ***Double the current cost 

FY PB 2005 
(current) 

97,594,000* 

Contractor Support 398,308,000*** 

Therefore, just a short review of' increase cost has the taxpayer's burden increase to 
almost one half Billion dollars a year if we move the Information Services Activity 
Group to Hanscom. Which far out weighs the predicted savings of 36 Million a year 
therefore, the predicted payback: of 8 years will never happen. And don't forget the one 
time cost of $250,700,000 moving to Hanscom according to your own COBRA data. In 
addition, the increase of recurring cost (facility sustainment, BOS, etc.. . .) is 35% higher 
at Hanscom than in Montgomery (area cost factor for Hanscom is 1.16; Maxwell is .8 1) 
In fact, everything I look at is higher in Massachusetts than Alabama. There goes any 
cost savings we the taxpayer thought we had! (ref attachment A) 

The agency I work for downsized our unit by over half at Hanscom 5 years ago because 
we could not keep the office full of qualified personnel due to area cost. 

Cost if Moved to 
Hanscom 

104,323,000 

796,616,000**** 

2) Expertise. The purpose and goals of this BRAC are not being met with this decision. 
Specifically, if the BRAC recommendation are intended to "retain those installations 
that have unique capabilities that would be difficult to reconstitute at other 
locations" then moving OSSG is actually doing the opposite. Specifically, the expertise 
from OSSG can not be found in Bedford Mass. These jobs are mostly civilian because it 
was determine a long time ago to sustain systems you need continuity and not high turn 
over found in traditional military organizations. Some of these systems are old, using 
COBAL programming language and I am sure MIT is not graduating any COBAL 
programmers so who is going to maintain the large legacy systems (e.g., Standard Base 
Supply System) once they move up north? The kind of expertise necessary to support 
these systems are not easily replaced. It will take new hires years to figure and maintain 
the millions and millions of lines of code that make up these systems. In one office that I 
am most familiar with are four individuals that maintain the functionality of a module of 

Increase to the 
taxpayer per year 

6,73 1,000 

398,308,000 

41 1,255.000 



the civil engineering system. Between these four individuals you have over 1 15 years of 
expertise and none of those individuals plan to move up north. So all your continuity of 
the system is gone, gone for good. The main reason why the folks in Alabama do not 
plan to relocate is because the extreme high cost of living, the Air Force will be lucky to 
get 10% of the civilian to move to Bedford and that will not be enough to get the job 
done. Just a quick check using the on-line salary calculator if you are making $100,000 
in Montgomery "Alabama you would have to make $168,000 to maintain one's standard 
of living (ref attachment B). A typical house you would see just within five miles of the 
base on an half acre with 1800 square feet of living space cost three to four times more in 
Bedford then it does in Alabama. The other reasons include weather, family and fiiends. 

The Secretary of the Army realized the loss of expertise was a problem when question by 
the commissioners, on 18 May 2005, "Secretary Harvey said the Army had concerns 
about closing Fort Monrnouth in New Jersey and moving its research and development 
mission to Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. Of the Fort Monrnouth's 5,272 
employees more than 4600 are civilians said rep Rush Holt who attended the hearing and 
whose district includes the post. Secretary Harvey said army officials were concerned 
that many of the civilians wouldn't be willing to move. When the Aviation Research 
Group moved from St Louis to lledstone Army Arsenal in Alabama, only about one 
quarter of the civilians moved he said. Commissioner James Bilbray said if too few 
civilians workers moved from Forth Monmouth, it could take years for the Army to 
rebuild the post's mission at Aberdeen, and that might be ill-advised during ongoing 
military conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan." (ref attachment C) 

This loss of expertise will also impact how the systems achieve Chief Financial Officer 
Act compliance because if the program office can not answer questions about the 
functionality of the system when the DoD IG comes in to audit the system, the system 
will fail. 

Additionally, the OSSG is collocated with the Defense Information Systems Agency 
(DISA) which houses the systems OSSG supports. The working relationship between the 
two units will be hampered when OSSG is moved because the OSSG will not be able to 
just walk across the street to coordinate with DISA on issues affecting Air Force 
information systems. 

Furthermore, you can not say it is the OSSG leadership that has to change, because the 
previous director of OSSG is the same leadership we have at Hanscom. In this day and 
age with technology (e.g., Video Tele-Conferencing) as it is, there is no reason why the 
Wing can not be located in geographically separate locations. 

3) Documentation. I haven't spent a lot of time reviewing the support on the BRAC 
web site but with the little time I did spend I have found problems. Specifically, the 
document titled "Capacity at Location with Air C4ISR Development and Acquisition and 
Test and Evaluation" (ref Attachment D) you are comparing apples to oranges. This file 
indicates that Hanscom AFB 's cwrent capacity of SqFt of is 8 1 1,468 which is more 



square feet of admin space then all of Hanscom has (admin space is category 6 1 XXX 
code--Hanscom has approximately 200,000 sqft of admin space). Furthermore, if 
Hanscom has excess capacity 599,955 why is the state planning on building a facility to 
house OSSG. Then the list has Hansom AFB Montgomery (Mawebb) instead of Maxwell 
AFB Montgomery AL and you list only the facilities that OSSG occupies (443,982 square 
feet) at Maxwell, you are not including all admin space for the whole base. It just doesn't 
make sense. Why include the whole base and other than Admin space when listing 
Hanscom and not do the same for the other locations. The last time I was TDY to 
Hanscom and visited a system program office, the system program office was located off 
base. One other thing, are you aware that OSSG is currently building a new facility at 
Maxwell at a cost of $7.5 million dollars. It should be ready before the move take place. 

The Document titled "Air C4ISR Development and Acquisition and Test and Evaluation 
Information Systems Technology D&A" has Hanscom AFB with the highest MilVal and 
highlighted, however Hanscom also has the lowest (not highlighted) shouldn't there have 
been an effort to combine these figures. The explanation of two zip codes doesn't fly 
with me because Maxwell has two zip codes as well. (ref attachment E) 

The document titled "Information Systems Technology D&A" doesn't have any facility 
data for Maxwell or should I say "Hansom AFB Montgomery" We know that Maxwell 
does in fact have Full Time Equivalents (FTE). One can only think that the data on 
Maxwell did not fit into the expected results? (ref attachment F) 

5) Environmental. Your documentation states that "the scenario requires roughly 40 
acres; Hansom reported it's largest parcel is 18.27 acres, and only 8.4 unconstrained aces 
are zoned for industrial ops. Thls scenario may require building on constrained acreage. " 
(ref attachment G) If this is the case, where are all these facilities going to be built. 
Hanscom doesn't have enough room for any expansion. 

5) Political. It is apparent that the decision to move to Hanscom had to be completely 
political because of all the promises of additional money the Governor of the state of 
Massachusetts and Senator Ted Kennedy have made. So the state will build military 
housing and a facility for the individuals from Maxwell, Lackland and Wright Patterson 
to move into. The reason I think it was purely political is because there is no cost 
comparison from moving Hanscom to any of the three of the locations. I just think it is 
ironic that we are planning to move over a thousand people to a state that doesn't fully 
support the military. Specifically, to a state where the most prestigious collage "Harvard" 
doesn't even allow ROTC on campus. Why not keep the jobs in Alabama where the 
largest National Guard exist and where you get more new recruits per capita! 



This discussion has really bothered me, it gives me the feeling that one would get if you 
found out your daughter is in a car with no brakes and you can not do anything except 
wait for the crash to occur. Thank you for your time, and as a taxpayer only, I ask you to 
rethink this move. 

Sincerely, &@&+ 
Anne Perry 
130 Seminole Circle 
Coosada Alabama 36020 
334.285.63 15 

CC: ADM Harold Gehman, USN (ret) Member 
Terry Evertt 
Jeff Sessions 
Richard Shelby 
Montgomery Chamber of Commerce 
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COBRA INPUT DATA REPORT (COBRA v6.10) - Page 3 
Data As Of 4/20/2005 4:12:53 PM, Report Created 4/20/2005 4:41:49 PM 

Department : Technical JCSG 
Scenario File : E:\Database\COBRA D a t a b a s e \ ? ' E C H - 0 0 4 2 \ T E C H - 0 0 4 2  Part 7\6.10\J1 - C4ISR RDATCE Consolidation 
Tech042pt7-scrubbed-updatedlAPR2005(6.10) .CBR 
Option Pkg Name: C4ISR RDATCE Consolidation 
Std Fctrs File : E:\Database\COBRA 6.10\BRAC2005.SFF 

INPUT SCREEN FOUR - STATIC BASE INFORMATION 

Name: Maxwell AFB, AL (PNQS) 

Total Officer Employees: 1,186 
Total Enlisted Employees: 2,056 
Total Student Employees: 1,037 
Total Civilian Employees: 2,226 
Accomp Mil not Receiving BAH: 27.8% 
Officer Housing Units Avail: 0 
Enlisted Housing Units Avail: 0 
Starting Facilities (KSF) : 3,496 
Officer BAH ($/Month) : 1,137 
Enlisted BAH ($/Month) : 776 
Civ Locality Pay Factor: 1.109 
Area Cost Factor: 0.81 
Per Diem Rate ($/Day) : 100 
Freight Cost ($/Ton/Mile) : 0.16 
Vehicle Cost ($/Lift/Mile) : 4.84 
Latitude : 32.382399 
Longitude: -86.356860 

Name: Hanscom AFB, MA (MXRD) 

Total Officer Employees: 767 
Total Enlisted Employees: 513 
Total Student Employees: 0 
Total Civilian Employees: 1,509 
Accomp Mil not Receiving BAH: 69.7% 
Officer Housing Units Avail: 0 
Enlisted Housing Units Avail: 0 
Starting Facilities (KSF) : 3,292 
Officer BAH ($/Month) : 2,215 
Enlisted BAH ($/Month) : 1, 835 
Civ Locality Pay Factor: 1.170 
Area Cost Factor: 1.16 
Per Diem Rate ($/Day) : 243 
Freight Cost ($/Ton/Mile) : 0.37 
Vehicle Cost ($/Lift/Mile) : 4.84 
Latitude : 42.459953 
Longitude: -71.277800 

Base Service (for BOS/Sust):Air Force 
Total Sustainment ($K/Year) : 17,534 
Sustain Payroll ($K/Year) : 997 
BOS Non-Payroll ($K/Year) : 43,214 
BOS Payroll ($K/Year) : 22,276 
Family Housing ($K/Year) : 6,167 
Installation PRV (SK) : 1,006,130 
Svc/Agcy Recap Rate (Years) : 12 1 
Homeowner Assistance Program: yes 

TRICARE In-Pat Out-Pat 
Admits Visits Prescrip 

CostFactor 3,263.93 91.12 0.48 
Actv MTF 0 74,052 98,167 
Actv Purch 1,008 44,653 
Retiree 0 23,633 128,718 
Retiree65t 0 2,324 144,502 

Base Service (for BOS/Sust):Air Force 
Total Sustainment ($K/Year) : 14,142 
Sustain Payroll ($K/Year) : 561 
BOS Non-Payroll ($K/Year) : 43,134 
BOS Payroll ($K/Year) : 24,130 
Family Housing ($K/Year) : 9,278 
Installation PRV($K) : 1,066,441 
Svc/Agcy Recap Rate (Years) : 121 
Homeowner Assistance Program: N o 

TRICARE In-Pat Out-Pat 
Admits Visits Prescrip 

CostFactor 5,930.73 148.82 24.16 
Actv MTF 0 23,094 33,628 
Actv Purch 464 34,601 
Retiree 0 4,411 24,917 
Retiree65t 0 511 50,184 

Draft Deliberative Document For Discussion Purposes Only Do Not Release Under FOlA 
Page 16 of 50 



ADDER ECONOMIC IMPACT REPORT (ADDER v 6 . 1 0 )  - 
R e p o r t  C r e a t e d  5 / 5 / 2 0 0 5  8 : 3 3 : 4 3  AM 

I n s t a l l a t i o n :  MXRD Hanscom AFB 

S t a t e :  MA S e r v i c e :  A i r  F o r c e  Year :  2 0 0 6  

C u r r e n t  Base P e r s -  O f f :  767,  E n l :  513 ,  C i v :  

A c t i o n :  R e a l i g n m e n t  

2 0 0 6  2 0 0 7  2008  2 0 0 9  2 0 1 0  
M i l  R e l o c  (OUT) 0  0  0  0  0  
M i l  D i s  (OUT) 0  0  0  0  0  
C i v  R e l o c  (OUT) 0  0  0  0  0  
C i v  Dis  (OUT) 0  0  0  0  0  
S t u  R e l o c  (OUT) 0  0  0  0  0  

M i l  R e l o c  ( I N )  0  0 518 0  0  
C i v  R e l o c  ( I N )  0  0  7 6 3  0  0  
S t u  R e l o c  ( IN)  0  0  0  0  0  

Page 4  

1 ,509 ,  S t u :  

Draft Deliberative Document For Discussion Purposes Only Do Not Release ~ i d e r  FOlA 
Page 7 of 17 / 



COBRA REALIGNMENT SUMMARY REPORT (COBRA v6.10)  - Page 1/2 
Data As Of 4/20/2005 4:12:53 PM, Report Created 4/20/2005 4:41:49 PM 

Department : Technical JCSG 
Scenario File : E:\Database\COBRA Database\TECH-0042\TECH-0042 Part 7\6.10\51 - C4ISR RDATLE Consolidation 
T e c h 0 4 2 p t 7 ~ s c r u b b e d _ u p d a t e d l A P R 2 0 0 5 ( 6 . 1 0 ) . C B R  
Option Pkg Name: C4ISR RDATLE Consolidation 
Std Fctrs File : E:\Database\COBRA 6.10\BRAC2005.SFF 

Starting Year : 2006 
Final Year : 2008 
Payback Year : 2016 (8 Years) 

NPV in 2025($K) : -229,057 
1-Time Cost (SKI : 252,369 

Net Costs in 2005 Constant Dollars 
2006 2007 
----  ---- 

MilCon 19,729 111,596 
Person 1,603 -7,546 
Overhd 1,538 3,469 
Moving 26,742 0 
Missio 0 0 
Other 944 0 

2011 Total 
---- ----- 

0 131,325 
37,688 -133,324 
-447 4,635 

0 61,511 
0 0 

2,714 53,073 

Beyond 

TOTAL 50, 557 107,518 49,937 -35,421 -19,949 -35,421 117,219 -35,421 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Total 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 

POSITIONS ELIMINATED 
Off 2 2 0 5 2 0 0 0 7 4 
En1 3 0 203 0 0 0 2 0 6 
Civ 191 0 179 0 0 0 370 
TOT 2 16 0 43 4 0 0 0 650 

POSITIONS REALIGNED 
Off 0 
En1 0 
stu 0 
Civ 0 
TOT 0 

Summary: 

Realign Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH, Maxwell Air Force Base, AL, and Lackland Air Force Base, 
TX, by relocating Air 6 Space Information Systems Research and Development L Acquisition to Hanscom 
Air Force Base, MA. Realign Eglin Air Force Base, FL, by relocating Air 6 Space Sensors, Electronic 
Warfare 6 Electronics and Information Systems Test 6 Evaluation to Edwards Air Force Base, CA. 

Source 
1. 
2 .  

3 .  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Files: 
TECH 0042 p7 USAF Complete 4 Jan 2005 
Assumptions 5 Jan 7 0 0 5  Approved T J C S G  Telecon 

Assumptions 10 Jan 2005 Approved TJCSG Telecon 
Reduction Distribution (Dtd 31 Mar 05) 
(Lackland tonnage file) SDD from USAF 

TJCSG Telecon Minutes dtd 30Mar2005 
TECH-0042plwith Hanscom CE(l).xls 
OSD Database Question 3013 
USAF document JS-609 

Source flle 2 eliminated Rome Laboratory from scenario subsequent to the receipt of source file 1. 
Source file 2 eliminated Brooks City-Base from scenario subsequent to the receipt of source file 1. 
Source file 3 eliminated NAS PATUXENT River from scenario. 

Draft Deliberative Document For Discussion Purposes Only Do Not Release Under FOlA 
Page 1 of 50 
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Army Secretary Defends Base Closing Plan 

By DONNA DE LA CRUZ 
Associated Press Writer 

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Army officials said 
Wednesday the base closings and realignments 
the Pentagon is recornmending are necessary in a 
new era of terrorist threats. 

"We cannot afford to continue to operate as a 
static overseas base force designed to counter 
Cold War-era threats," Armv Secretarv Francis J. 
Harvey told the ninemember Base ~ealignment "/ 

and Closure Commission. 

The Pentagon proposed closing 15 active duty Army installations, 17 leased facilities, 
176 Army Reserve installations and 21 1 Army National Guard facilities. The 
commission can change the plan before sending it to President Bush and Congress. 

Meanwhile, South Dakota's two senators planned to introduce legislation that would 
delay the process until most troops return from the lraq war and the Pentagon issues 
its Quadrennial Defense Review, which will evaluate the Pentagon's future strategy. 
The measure, if approved, also would nullify the list of base closings issued May 13. 

Under questioning by commissioners, Harvey said Advertisement 
the Army had concerns about closing Fort 
Monmouth in New Jersey and moving its research 
and development mission to the Aberdeen Proving 
Ground in Maryland. 

Of Fort Monmouth's 5,272 employees, more than 4,600 are civilians, said Rep. Rush 
Holt, D-N.J., who attended the hearing and whose district includes the post. 

Harvey said Army officials were concerned that many of the civilians wouldn't be 
willing to move. When the Aviation Research Group moved from St. Louis to 
Redstone Army Arsenal in Alabama, only about one-quarter of the civilians moved, he 
said. 

Commissioner James Bilbray said if too few civilian workers moved from Fort 
Monmouth, it could take years for the Army to rebuild the post's mission at Aberdeen, 
and that might be ill-advised during ongoing military conflicts in lraq and Afghanistan. 

Fort Monmouth has developed numerous In te rac t i ve  
weapons systems and other technological devices 
currently being used by U.S. soldiers in lraq and B~~~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  
Afghanistan. 
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where 70,000 overseas troops would be stationed 
when they came back. to the United States. Army 
officials said of that number, 47,000 are Army 
personnel and would be going to Fort Bliss in 
Texas, Fort Riley in Kansas, Fort Carson in 
Colorado, Fort Lewis in Washington state, and 
Fort Shafter in Hawaii. 

O 2005 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. 
This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed. Learn more about our 
Privacy Policy. 

@ Purchase this AP story for reprint. 
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DRAFT DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT - FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY - BRAC FOUO 

Capacity at  Locations with Air C4ISR Development and Acquisition and Test and Evaluation 

Max Capacity 
Current  Current Potential Available Required Excess 
Capacity Usage Capacity to Surge to Surge Capacity .. 

Facility Name SqFt SqFt SqFt SqFt SqFt SqFt - I 
Hanscom AFB 81 1,468 192,285 811,468 619,184 211,513 599,955 - 
Langley AFB 60 7,200 60 (7.140) 7,920 (7.860) 
Eglin AFB 3,012,538 969,210 3,012,538 2,043,328 1,066,131 1,946,407 

,Hanscom AFB Montgomery (Maxwell) w-3,98Ty 155,520 443,982 288,462 171,072 272,910 
Arnold AFS 1,529,393 300,347 1,529,393 1,229,046 330,381 1,199,012 
Wright-Patterson AFB 2,759,806 1,244,605 2,759,806 1,515,201 1,369,065 1,390,740 
Tinker AFB 240,944 55,779 240,944 185,165 61,357 179,587 
BROOKS CITY-BASE 260,624 126,790 260,624 133,834 139,469 12 1,155 
Lackland AFB 3,319 7,723 3,319 (4,404) 8,495 (5,176) 
Hill AFB 784,43 1 180,174 784,43 1 604,258 198,191 586,240 
Kirtland AFB 449,841 547,628 449,841 (97,787) 602,391 (1 52,550) 
USAF-2-Alamogorgo 8 1 1,539 62,896 81 1,539 748,643 69,186 742,353 
EDWARDS AFB 3,545,150 900,260 3,545,150 2,644,890 990,280 2,554,864 

Facility data for this scenario was limited to Air Force facilities because it was an Air Force only scenario. 
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Air C4ISR Development and Acquisition and Test and Evaluation 
Information Systems Technology D&A 

Facility Name 
Hanscom AFB 
Wright-Patterson AFB 
Tinker AFB 
BROOKS CITY-BASE 
Lackland AFB 
Eglin AFB 
EDWARDS AFB 
Maxwell AFB 
Peterson AFB 
Langley AFB 
Hanscom AFB 

Facility data for this scenario was limited to Air Force facilities because it was an Air 
Force only scenario. Hanscom AFB appears twice because the data is based on zip codes 
and Hanscom AFB reported data for 2 z m s .  14 locations were exempted from 
consideration as a consequence of a TJCSG decision not to analyze locations with less 
than 3 1 full time equivalent work years in a function. It was the military judgment of the 
TJCSG that the benefit to be derived from consideration of those facilities was far 
outweighed by the cost of that analysis. 
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Facility Name 

Hanscom AFB 

Wright-Patterson AFB 

Tinker AFB 

BROOKS CITY-BASE 

Lackland AFB 

Eglin AFB 

EDWARDS AFB 

< ~ a n s c o V ~  Montgomery 

Peterson AFB 

Langley AFB 

Hanscom AFB 

Information Systems Technology D&A 

Max Capacity 
Current Potential Available to Required to 
Capacity Current Usage Capacity Surge Surge 

FTE FTE FTE FTE FTE 

1,64 1 1,641 1,698 5 7 1,805 

Excess 
Capacity 

FTE 

-107 

Facility data for this scenario was limited to Air Force facilities because it was an Air Force only scenario. Hanscom AFB 
appears twice because the data is based on zip codes and Hanscom AFB reported data for 2 zip codes 
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Environmental Resource 
Area 

Air Quality 

Cultural1 Archeological1 
Tribal Resources 

Dredging 

Land Use Constraints1 
Sensitive Resource Areas 

Marine Mammals1 Marine 
Resources1 Marine 
Sanctuaries 
Noise 

Threatened& Endangered 
S ~ e c i e s l  Critical Habitat 
Waste Management 

Water Resources 

General Environmental Impacts 

Hanscom 

An initial air conformity analysis indicated that a conformity 
determination is not needed. Carpooling initiatives are used as an - 

emission reduction technique. 
One archaeological site is present but does not constrain operations. A 
native ~ m e r i c i n  tribe is incontact, but not formally, with ;he base 
regarding cultural land. Additional operations may impact these sites, 
which may constrain operations. 
No impact 

The scenario requires roughly 40 acres; Hanscom reported it's largest 
parcel is 18.27 acres, and only 8.4 unconstrained acres are zoned for 
industrial ops. This scenario may require building on constrained 
acreage. Sensitive resource areas exist but do not constrain operations. 
Additional operations may impact these areas, which may constrain 
=rations. 
No impact 

No impact 

No T&E species or critical habitats exist. No impact to T&E species is 
expected. 
The hazardous waste program will need modification. 

The state requires a permit for withdrawal of groundwater. 

Wetlands restrict 5% o f  the base. Wetlands do not currently restrict 

operations. Additional operations may impact wetlands, which may 
restrict operations. 

Wetlands 
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Jeffrey Titrud 
2 15 Arrowhead Drive 
Montgomery AL 361 17-41 05 
June 29,2005 

RE: BRAC 2005 Technical Joint Cross Service Group Recommended Consolidation of 
Air and Space C4ISR Research Development Test and Evaluation 

The Honorable Chairman Anthony J. Principi, 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Chairman Principi; 
I am an AF civilian employee at OSSG in Montgomery AL, one of three curEnt 

software sustainment and modernization activities for Air Force combat support business 
systems that are slated to be moved to Hanscom AFB under subject recommendation. 
Thank you for soliciting comments from affected locations on your public 
www.BRAC.gov website. 

The application of the Technical Joint Cross Service Group's metric and scoring plan to 
OSSG provides an unreliable and arbitrary characterization of the mission capability and 
military value of the OSSG organization for the reasons listed below. These reasons are 
based on the inappropriate application of the R&D optimized Metric and Scoring Plan 
used by the TJCSG to a non-R&D Information Technology operations and sustainment 
and commercial Information Technology acquisition activity at OSSG and the absence of 
a Risk Assessment or Risk Management factor in the Metric and Scoring Plan. 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation is optimized for pure research and development organizations (focus on 
formal education, writing of articles in refereed journals, award of patents to workforce, 
and IEEE type awards etc) 

OSSG is not an R&D activity 
OSSG sustains and upgrades complex combat support software systems (146 
ACAT 1 programs valued at $3.1 Billion) and acquires and manages commercial 
software products (OSSG Mission Brief 2005) 

Application of an R&D optimized metric and scoring plan produces invalid and 
unreliable results in the areas of personnel education, experience, certification, 
publication and awards for OSSG as an IT sustainment and operations organization and 
substantially understates the Mission Value of OSSG's contribution to AF combat 
support capabilities 

Personnel education 
Metric plan heavily weights attainment of formal educational degrees 



Metric uses a .5 multiplier for personnel with Associate Degree, 1.0 for 
bachelor's degree, 2.0 for master's degree and 3.0 for doctoral degree 

Scoring plan does not require that degree be in technical discipline related to 
organization's mission-inherently arbitrary and unreliable rule for predicting 
value of degree 
o OSSG uses large number of skilled enlisted military personnel as 

functional analysts (specialists in business processes) or programmers 
(45% of total workforce during reference FY 03) 

Enlisted personnel less likely to have Bachelor's degree and more 
likely to have Associates Degree (multiplier of .5 vs. 1.0) 
Other R&D activities unlikely to have comparable enlisted 
professional and technical workforce component 

Personnel Experience 
o Metric and Scoring plan arbitrarily undervalues impact of experience by 

weighting experience based on 10 year increments (e.g. multiplier of 1.0 
for 10 years or less experience and.2.0 for 20 years or less experience) 

Weighting skewed to favor formal education over experience (e.g. 
master's degree in any discipline equates to 2.0 weighting but 
more than 10 year's experience required to get same 2.0 weighting 
under experience factor) 
Weighting inconsistent with practice for valuing experience with 
contracted technical IT work and significantly undervalues 
experience 

GCSS-AF Contract for IT enterprise architecture and software 
development (complex) required 10 year's experience for the 
Program Manager Level I category and only 3 year's 
experience for a Level I System Engineering Manager, 5 year's 
experience for a Level I Software Engineering Manager, 4 
year's experience for a Level I System's Engineer-5 year's 
experience for a Level I1 System's Engineer 
Actual practice for contract personnel experience for skilled IT 
personnel, like OSSG, indicates that multipliers would use 5 
year increments for weighting vice 10 year increments 

Rules for measurement of experience period undervalues experience of 
prior military service personnel 

Metric and Scoring Plan counts experience from date first 
college degree awarded or Service Computation date 
whichever is earlier 
Largc: percentage of civilian personnel at OSSG have prior 
military experience in same organization (often as enlisted 
personnel) 
This military experience not counted if prior to award of 
college degree (as enlisted person working on same projects) or 
prior to civilian Service Computation Date 



0 Rule significantly undercounts years of experience of 
prior military service personnel working in this 
organization that are now AF Civilian 

Combined impact of weighting biases for college degrees and experience and rules 
for counting experience significantly undervalue military value of OSSG personnel 

o C4ISR D&A counted "people as 20% of factor with education and experience 
as 60% of that factor(20 % education and 40% experience) 

o Undervaluing and counting of experience significantly impacts and arbitrarily 
discounted contribution of OSSG operations and sustainment workforce under 
the Metric and Scoring Plan optimized for R&D Research organizations 

Metric and Scoring Plan similarly undercounts relevant certifications and awards 
o Metric and Scoring Plan counts DAWIA Certification levels only for GS-14 

and above personnel 
OSSG, as Operations and Sustainment activity, has lower grade 
structure with larger number of military personnel (enlisted 45% of 
organization) and lower civilian grades(1ow cost area, only 21 of 1248 
personnel are GS-14 and above) so that Acquisition Certifications of 
GS-13 and below or military equivalents not counted 

o Professional/Technical Workforce Certifications geared to R&D Basic 
Engineering rather than Commercial Software Certifications 

IEEE Certified Software Development, International Institute for 
Software Testing, and Rational Unified Process Certification or 
Software Engineering Instititute (SEI) Certification Program (Note 
that inclusion of single software vendor proprietary certification 
program (Rational) without inclusion of other software vendor 
certification programs appears arbitrary) 
OSSG as operations and sustainment organization relies on 
Commercial Software vendor proprietary certification programs rather 
than basic engineering certifications to perform mission 

OSSG has Sun JAVA Center of Excellence Certification 
program, SEI certification as level I11 software development 
organization, and various other vendor certification programs 
such as Microsoft and Oracle certification programs that were 
not considered relevant in the Metric and Scoring Plan 

o Patents, Publications and Awards 
This Metric and Scoring Plan factor clearly focused on basic research 
organizations and not operations and sustainment organizations like 
OSSG that do not develop patentable technology or license 
government developed software to civilian businesses 
Awards include research oriented National Academy of Science 
awards and other activity focused awards such as Space Technology 
Hall of Fame but do not include awards relevant to Information 
Technology 

OSSG has won numerous COTS IT acquisition awards that 
were not elegible for counting such as Air Force Acquisition 
Special Recognition Award for the Air Force Information 



Technology Commodity Council in 2004 and Air Force 
Information Technology Commodity Council-finalist for FOSE 
Federal Executive Leadership Council's 2005 Showcase of 
Excellence Award 

a Physical Environment factor of Metric and Scoring Plan focuses on applied research 
physical testing facilities but ignores relevant test and control facilities for an IT 
operations and sustainment facility like OSSG 

o Physical Environment factor considers live ordnance capabilities, chem.-bio 
capability, high power laser capability facilities all optimized for basic 
research missions 

o OSSG includes special test and integration labs for GCSS-AF enterprise 
architecture and Air Force network simulation as well as AFNOSC command 
and control facility for AF network and consolidated 24x7 Help Desk (FAB) 
for all AF combat support systems but these facilities not considered relevant 
to R&D criteria in n4etric and Scoring Plan for determining Military Value 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation uses a methodology not consistent with other personnel planning actions 
in not including a Risk Management approach and produces Synergy benefit values that 
do not consider the impact of operational risk factors 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan did not apply any risk management or 
operational risk assessment to its recommended realignment of facilities and 
workforces to provide a more accurate and complete picture of the potential benefits 
as compared to potential negative impacts and costs of the realignment on the BRAC 
military valuelmilitary capability final selection criteria 
OMB Circular A-94, para. 9 requires that all Federal Programs consider uncertainty, 
probability distributions and sensitivity analyses (e.g. risk management) in assessing 
the net present value of Federal Program changes 
DOD Directive 5000.2R requires that integrated risk management be applied to all 
major acquisitions to assess and reduce risk between the design, development and 
sustainment phases of acquisitions 
DOD Policy for determining whether in-house activities should be listed as 
outsourcing candidates or are inherently governmental (FAIR Act Inventory) requires 
that risk assessment and management be applied (Enclosure 8 to DOD FAIR Guide- 
DOD Guide for Inventory of Commercial and Inherently Governmental Functions 
FAIR Act and DODI 4100.33 Commercial Activities Program Procedures, 
September 9, 1985, ASD(P&L) 
These DOD policies are not intended to avoid actions that involve risk but to identify 
and manage risk so that prudent management decisions can be made 
Failure to include risk assessment and risk management in the TJSCG 
recommendations precludes BRAC Commission review and evaluation of potential 
alternate realignment actions since there is no basis to assess differences in relative 
risk associated with the recommendation and any alternate action 

o TJCSG recommendations appear only to have considered sensitivity and 
uncertainty with respect to military value calculations under their Metric and 
Scoring Plan of alternative realignment scenarios-the Metric and Scoring Plan 



only considers the value of inputs (e.g. personnel, education, experience, 
facilities, BUT not results or actual impact on the Air Force military mission 
and capability 

o On 23 March 2001, General Lester Lyles, former AFMC Commander testified 
to the House Armed. Services Committee about the impact of BRAC 95 

"As a result of BRAC, we transferred approximately 40% of our 
organic workload to our remaining three ALCs. This workload 
included ground communications electronics, F- 15 aircraft, 
exchangeables, A-10 and software from SM-ALC, and nuclear 
weapons, gas turbine engines, F 100 engine, and nuclear weapons, fuel 
accessories, C-5 and electronic support equipment from SA-ALC. 
These transfers did not occur without difficulties. The exchangeable 
repair workloads proved to be difficult. Parts shortages, transferred 
support equipment calibration, and out of date technical data delayed 
our ability to provide these items in the quantity needed to satisfy 
readiness requirements. Labor shortages caused F- 100 engine repair to 
drop below the requirements needed for war readiness reserve. We 
continue to increase production', mitigating these readiness risks. 
These limitations on industrial production will soon run their course as 
workload transitions are completed" 
BRAC 2005 will impact Air Force readiness in unanticipated and 
potentially dangerous ways if risk assessments are not required as part 
of the BRAC: Panel's review process 

Realignment of the MSG AFC4ISR development and OSSG operations and 
sustainment AFC4ISR activities to Hanscom AB during the same BRAC stipulated 
time frames does involve significant levels of operational risk to AF combat support 
capabilities 

o MSG is planning initial Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) COTS software 
acquisition and integration to replace the critical AF financial (DEAMS) and 
logistics (ECSS) combat support business systems 

The AF has not successfully implemented ERP modernizations in the 
recent past (hiled efforts for SBSS and IMDS logistics systems in 
1996- 1999) 
ERP modernizations frequently fail in commercial and government 
sector based on difficulties in realigning internal business processes 
and complexity of transition from legacy systems to new systems 

Support of the ERP modernization by government activities 
that understand the legacy systems and current business 
processes is critical technical requirement 

In the past, AF has had to revert to use and modernization of legacy 
business systems when these ERP modernizations failed in order to 
maintain AF combat support capabilities (SBSS and IMDS refresh and 
modernization in 2000-2002) 

o If MSG does not succeed or slips these ERP modernizations (2005-2009), 
OSSG capability to upgrade and sustain the operational legacy systems will be 
critical to AF combat support capability 



Prior BRAC realignments typically transferred only 30% of current 
government personnel 

Loss of highly experienced OSSG combat support functional 
analysts and programmers as a result of BRAC realignment to 
Hanscom AB could delay AF ability to reconstitute 
experienced government or contractor workforce to provide 
key support to ERP modernizations or to upgrade operational 
legacy systems during critical 2005-2009 time frame 
Operational risk impacts as result of BRAC are not 
hypothetical as reflected in AFMCICC, Gen. Lester Lyles' 
testimony to House Armed Services Committee on 23 March 
2001 outlining impact on combat support capabilities of AFMC 
depots as a result of BRAC 1993 and 1995 realignments 

Based on these considerations, I believe that the TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan 
methodology and results for the AFC4ISR realignment as it affects OSSG in 
Montgomery AL need to be reevaluated and recalculated to accurately reflect the mission 
value of it operations and sustainment activities q d  that risk assessment methodologies 
should be applied to the proposed realignments to accurately assess the potential impact 
on AF mission capability and to consider alternate realignment strategies that produce 
synergy benefits with lower operational risk to AF combat support capabilities. 

Sincerely, 



Jeffrey Titrud 
2 15 Arrowhead Drive 
Montgomery AL 36 1 17-41 05 
June 29,2005 

RE: BRAC 2005 Technical Joint Cross Service Group Recommended Consolidation of 
Air and Space C4ISR Research Development Test and Evaluation-OSSG, Montgomery 
AL 

General Lloyd W. Newton 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear General Newton; 
I am an AF civilian employee at OSSG in Montgomery AL, one of three current 

s o h a r e  sustainment and modernization activities for Air Force combat support business 
systems that are slated to be moved to Hanscom AFB under subject recommendation. I 
worked with TSGT Ann Gunderson, an enlisted assistant exec for you during one of your 
numbered Air Force assignments. Ann has retired from the Air Force a number of years 
ago but is still in the local area. Thank you for soliciting comments from affected 
locations on your public www.BRAC.gov website. I am sorry to send you such a long 
letter but I have thought about this proposed realignment of Air Force Information 
Technology support organizations at WPAFB (DSFG) and at Maxwell-Gunter (OSSG) to 
Hanscom AB a lot. The bottom line is that realigning the single organization at DSFG 
that'is managing the acquisitions for replacing the'current AF Combat Support s o h a r e  
systems (such as CAMSIIMDS for aircraft maintenance) and at the same time realigning 
the single AF organization at OSSG that sustains and upgrades the AF legacy combat 
support systems creates a grave operational risk for these combat support systems for at 
least a 5-10 year period after the new organizations standup at Hanscom. Gen. Lyles' 
statement in my letter describes the impact of the BRAC 95 depot closings on AF 
readiness rates. If the ECSS (logistics modernization) slips or fails, the AF will have to 
upgrade and sustain the legacy .IMDS/CAMS systems but if the new organizations at 
Hanscom, where this work has never been done are not prepared, what will happen to 
warfighter support? This issue was not considered in the BPAC Metric and Scoring Plan 
but should have. It's too important to the AF mission for the Commissioners to overlook 
this issue. 

The application of the Technical Joint Cross Service Group's metric and scoring plan to 
OSSG provides an unreliable and arbitrary characterization of the mission capability and 
military value of the OSSG organization for the reasons listed below. These reasons are 
based on the inappropriate application of the R&D optimized Metric and Scoring Plan 
used by the TJCSG to the non-R&D Information Technology operations and sustainment 
and commercial Information Technology acquisition activity at OSSG and the absence of 
a Risk Assessment or Risk Management factor in the Metric and Scoring Plan. I believe 
your experience with classic R&D activities at Lawrence Livermore Lab will help the 



Commission's analysis of this matter and that your experience with operational test and 
evaluation of major systems will support analysis of the risk assessment and risk 
management issues that I describe below. 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation is optimized for pure research and development organizations (focus on 
formal education, writing of articles in refereed journals, award of patents to workforce, 
and IEEE type awards etc) 

OSSG is not an R&D activity 
OSSG sustains and upgrades complex combat support software systems (146 
ACAT 1 programs valued at $3.1 Billion) and acquires and manages commercial 
software products (OSSG Mission Brief 2005) 

o OSSG sustains critical systems for aircraft maintenance, the supply 
systems that support logistics and maintenance functions and Air Force 
financial systems 

o OSSG accomplishments reflect significant direct contributions to the 
current and future mission capabilities and military readiness of Air Force 
combat support systems (BRAC Selection Criteria #1) 

OSSG planned and executed successfully the Year 2000 testing of 
legacy software systems with no loss in systems 
OSSG has negotiated and awarded enterprise licenses for the Air 
Force for Microsoft and Oracle software (OMB has recommended 
that other DOD and Federal Agencies pursue the OSSG model for 
contracting with Microsoft to establish automated security 
patching systems and standard configurations for MS software to 
secure the Air Force Network 
OSSG awarded and is managing the contract to establish a 
commercial Combat Support Computing environment under the 
GCSS-AF contract that provides a common, interoperable 
architecture for all AF combat support systems 
These activities are not classic R&D but reflect deep, core 
competency in the area of Information Technology acquisition and 
operation of IT systems acquired over thirty-four years since 
relocation of this activity from the Washington DC area in 1971 

Application of an R&D optimized TJCSG metric and scoring plan produces invalid and 
unreliable results in the areas of personnel education, experience, certification, 
publication and awards for OSSG as an IT sustainment and operations organization and 
substantially understates the Mission Value of OSSG's contribution to AF combat 
support capabilities 

Personnel education 
Metric plan heavily weights attainment of formal educational degrees 

Metric uses a .5 multiplier for personnel with Associate Degree, 1.0 for 
bachelor's degree, 2.0 for master's degree and 3.0 for doctoral degree 



Scoring plan does not require that degree be in technical discipline related to 
organization's mission-inherently arbitrary and unreliable rule for predicting 
value of degree 
o OSSG uses large number of skilled enlisted military personnel as 

hnctional analysts (specialists in business processes) or programmers 
(45% of total workforce during reference FY 03) 

Enlisted personnel less likely to have Bachelor's degree and more 
likely to have Associates Degree (multiplier of .5 vs. 1.0) 
Other R&D activities unlikely to have comparable enlisted 
professional and technical workforce component 

Personnel Experience 
o Metric and Scoring plan arbitrarily'undervalues impact of experience by 

weighting experience based on 10 year increments (e.g. multiplier of 1 .O 
for 10 years or less experience and 2.0 for 20 years or less experience) 

a Weighting skewed to favor formal education over experience (e.g. 
master's degree in any discipline equates to 2.0 weighting but 
more than 10 year's experience required to get same 2.0 weighting 
under experience factor) 
Weighting inconsistent with practice for valuing experience with 
contracted technical IT work and significantly undervalues 
experience 

GCSS-AF Contract for IT enterprise architecture and software 
development (complex) required 10 year's experience for the 
Program Manager Level I category and only 3 year's 
experience for a Level I System Engineering Manager, 5 year's 
experience for a Level I Software Engineering Manager, 4 
year's experience for a Level I System's Engineer-5 year's 
experience for a Level I1 System's Engineer 
Actual practice for contract personnel experience for skilled IT 
personnel, like OSSG, indicates that multipliers would use 5 
year increments for weighting vice 10 year increments 

Rules for measurement of experience period undervalues experience of 
prior military service personnel 

Metric and Scoring Plan counts experience from date first 
college degree awarded or Service Con~putation date 
whichever is earlier 
Large percentage of civilian personnel at OSSG have prior 
military experience in same organization (often as enlisted 
personnel) 
This military experience not counted if prior to award of 
college degree (as enlisted person working on same projects) or 
prior to civilian Service. Computation Date 

o Rule significantly undercounts years of experience of 
prior military service personnel working in this 
organization that are now AF Civilian 



Metric and Scoring Plan does not include contractor employees 
working on-site (most of them are ex-militarylgovt. personnel who are 
resident in Montgomery and have extensive experience with specific 
AF systems) 

Combined impact of weighting biases for college degrees and experience and rules 
for counting experience significantly undervalue military value of OSSG personnel 

o C4ISR D&A counted "people as 20% of factor with education and experience 
as 60% of that factor(20 % education and 40% experience) 

o Undervaluing and counting of experience significantly impacts and arbitrarily 
discounted contribution of OSSG operations and sustainment workforce under 
the Metric and Scoring Plan optimized for R&D Research organizations 

Metric and Scoring Plan similarly undercounts relevant certifications and awards 
o Metric and Scoring Plan counts DAWIA Certification levels only for GS-14 

and above personnel 
OSSG, as Operations and Sustainment activity, has lower grade 
structure with larger number of military personnel (enlisted 45% of 
organization) and lower civilian grades(1ow cost area, only 21 of 1248 
personnel are GS-14 and above) so that Acquisition Certifications of 
GS- 13 and below or military equivalents not counted 

o Professional/Technical Workforce Certifications geared to R&D Basic 
Engineering rather than Commercial Software Certifications 

IEEE Certified Software Development, International Institute for 
Software Testing, and Rational Unified Process Certification or 
Software Engineering Instititute (SEI) Certification Program (Note 
that inclusion of single software vendor proprietary certification 
program (Rational) without inclusion of other software vendor 
certification programs appears arbitrary) 
OSSG as operations and sustainment organization relies on 
Commercial Software vendor proprietary certification programs rather 
than basic engineering certifications to perform mission 

OSSG has Sun JAVA Center of Excellence Certification 
program, SEI certification as level I11 software development 
organization, and various other vendor certification programs 
such as Microsofl and Oracle certification programs that were 
not considered relevant in the Metric and Scoring Plan 

o Patents, Publications and Awards 
This Metric and Scoring Plan factor clearly focused on basic research 
organizations and not operations and sustainment organizations like 
OSSG that do not develop patentable technology or license 
government developed software to civilian businesses 
Awards include research oriented National Academy of Science 
awards and other activity focused awards such as Space Technology 
Hall of Fame but do not include awards relevant to Information 
Technology 

OSSG has won numerous COTS IT acquisition awards that 
were not eligible for counting such as Air Force Acquisition 



Special Recognition Award for the Air Force Information 
Technology Commodity Council in 2004 and Air Force 
Information Technology Commodity Council-finalist for FOSE 
Federal Executive Leadership Council's 2005 Showcase of 
Excellence Award (OSSG provided core team for AF 
Information Technology Commodity Council based on 
extensive, deep experience acquiring commercial IT) 

Physical Environment factor of Metric and Scoring Plan focuses on applied research 
physical testing facilities but ignores relevant test and control facilities for an IT 
operations and sustainment facility like OSSG 

o Physical Environment factor considers live ordnance capabilities, chem.-bio 
capability, high power laser capability facilities all optimized for basic 
research missions 

o OSSG includes special test and integration labs for GCSS-AF enterprise 
architecture and Air Force network simulation as well as AFNOSC command 
and control facility for AF network and consolidated 24x7 Help Desk (FAB) 
for all AF combat support systems but these facilities not considered relevant 
to R&D criteria in R4etric and Scoring Plan for determining Military Value 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation uses a methodology not consistent with other personnel planning actions 
in not including a Risk Management approach and produces Synergy benefit values that 
do not consider the impact of operational risk factors on actual AF warfighting 
capabilities 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan did not apply any risk management or 
operational risk assessment to its recommended realignment of facilities and 
workforces to provide a more accurate and complete picture of the potential benefits 
as compared to potential negative impacts and. costs of the realignment on the BRAC 
military valuelmilitary capability final selection criteria #1 
OMB Circular A-94, para. 9 requires that &l Federal Programs consider uncertainty, 
probability distributions and sensitivity analyses (e.g. risk management) in assessing 
the net present value of Federal Program changes 
DOD Directive 5000.2R requires that integrated risk management be applied to all 
major acquisitions to assess and reduce risk between the design, development and 
sustainment phases of acquisitions 
DOD Policy for determining whether in-house activities should be listed as 
outsourcing candidates or are inherently governmental (FAIR Act Inventory) requires 
that risk assessment and management be applied (Enclosure 8 to DOD FAIR Guide- 
DOD Guide for Inventory of Commercial and Inherently Governmental Functions 
FAIR Act and DODI 41 00.33 Commercial Activities Program Procedures, 
September 9, 1985, ASD(P&L) 
These DOD policies are not intended to avoid actions that involve risk but to identify 
and manage risk so that prudent management decisions can be made 
Failure to include risk assessment and risk management in the TJSCG 
recommendations precludes BRAC Commission review and evaluation of potential 
alternate realignment actions since there is no basis to assess differences in relative 



risk to the AF combat capabilities associated with the recommendation and any 
alternate plan 

o TJCSG recommendations appear only to have considered sensitivity and 
uncertainty with respect to military value calculations under their Metric and 
Scoring Plan of alternative realignment scenarios-the Metric and Scoring Plan 
only considers the value of inputs (e.g. personnel, education, experience, 
facilities, BUT not results or actual impact on the Air Force military mission 
and military capability(e.g. what is impact on AF Aircraft Maintenance 
systems if proposed ERP replacement systems to be awarded by DSFG at 
WPAFB are delayed and the legacy CAMS system needs to be updated by 
OSSG to support the Joint Strike Fighter?-this scenario occurred when the 
legacy CAMS system had to be modified for the F-22 raptor because the 
IMDS modernization was cancelled due to failed performance) 

o On 23 March 2001, General Lester Lyles, former AFMC Commander testified 
to the House Armed Services Committee about the real risk management 
impacts of BRAC 95 

"As a result of BRAC, we transferred approximately 40% of our 
organic workload to our remaining three ALCs. This workload 
included ground communications electronics, F- 15 aircraft, 
exchangeables, A-10 and software from SM-ALC, and nuclear 
weapons, gas turbine engines, FlOO engine, and nuclear weapons, fuel 
accessories, C-5 and electronic support equipment from SA-ALC. 
These transfers did not occur without difficulties. The exchangeable 
repair workloads proved to be difficult. Parts shortages, transferred 
support equipment calibration, and out of date technical data delayed 
our ability to provide these items in the quantity needed to satisfy 
readiness requirements. Labor shortages caused F-100 engine repair to 
drop below the requirements needed for war readiness reserve. We 
continue to increase production, mitigating these readiness risks. 
These limitations on industrial production will soon run their course as 
workload transitions are completed" 
BRAC 2005 will impact Air Force readiness in unanticipated and 
potentially adverse ways if risk assessments are not required as part of 
the BRAC Panel's review process-presence of this type risk is known 
but was not analyzed to support these recommendations 

Realignment of the MSG AFC4ISR development and OSSG operations and 
sustainment AFC4ISR activities to Hanscom AB during the same BRAC stipulated 
time frames does involve significant levels of operational risk to AF combat support 
capabilities 

. o MSG is planning initial Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) COTS software 
acquisition and integration to replace the critical AF financial (DEAMS) and 
logistics (ECSS) combat support business systems 

The AF has riot successfully implemented ERP modernizations in the 
recent past (failed efforts for major SBSS and IMDS logistics systems 
in 1996-1999) 



EW modernizations frequently fail in commercial and government 
sector based on difficulties in realigning internal business processes 
and complexity of transition from legacy systems to new systems 
(failure rates approach 50%) 

Support of the EW modernization by government activities 
that understand the legacy systems and current business 
processes is a critical technical requirement for success 

In the past, AF has had to revert to use and modernization of legacy 
business systems when these EW modernizations failed in order to 
maintain AF' combat support capabilities (SBSS and IMDS refresh and 
modernization in 2000-2002) 

o If MSG does not succeed or slips these ERP modernizations (2005-2009), 
OSSG capability to upgrade and sustain the operational legacy systems will be 
critical to AF combat support capability 

Prior RRAC realignments typically transferred only 30% of current 
government personnel 

Loss of highly experienced OSSG combat support functional 
analysts and programmers as well as long term local contractor 
personnel as a result of BRAC realignment to Hanscom AB 
could delay AF ability to reconstitute experienced government 
or contractor workforce to provide key support to ERP 
modernizations or to upgrade operational legacy systems 
during critical 2005-2009 time frame at Hanscom AB 
Operational risk impacts as result of BRAC are not 
hypothetical as reflected in AFMCICC, Gen. Lester Lyles' 
testimony to House Armed Services Committee on 23 March 
2001 outlining impact on combat support capabilities of AFMC 
depots as a result of BRAC 1993 and 1995 realignments 

Based on these considerations, I believe that the TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan 
methodology and results for the AFC4ISR realignment as it affects OSSG in 
Montgomery AL need to be reevaluated and recalculated to accurately reflect the mission 
value of IT operations and sustainment activities and risk assessment methodologies 
should be applied to the proposed realignments to accurately assess the potential impact 
on AF mission capability and to consider alternate realignment strategies that realign 
acitivities at OSSG, rather than Hanscom AB where the DISA computer operations, Air 
Force HELP DESK and Air Force Network Operations Center and test beds are located 
with the largest percentage of the skilled workforce that has managed these systems for 
34 years. The creation of an Operational Support and Sustainment Wing at Hanscom AB 
in Fall 2004 provided the coordination between the DSFG activities at WPAFB and 
OSSG that will produce the synergies desired by the TJCSG recommendation without the 
operational capability risks of relocating these activities to Hanscom AB where the 
working level support has never been provided. 



Jeffrey Titrud 
2 15 Arrowhead Drive 
Montgomery AL 36 1 17-4 1 05 
June 29,2005 

RE: BRAC 2005 Technical Joint Cross Service Group Recommended Consolidation of 
Air and Space C4ISR Research Development Test and Evaluation-OSSG, Montgomery 
AL 

Admiral Harold W. Gehman, Jr. (Ret) 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Admiral Gehman; 
I am an AF civilian employee at OSSG in Montgomery AL, one of three current 

software sustainment and modernization activities for Air Force combat support business 
systems that are slated to be moved to Hanscom AFB under subject recommendation. 
Thank you for soliciting comments from affected locations on your public 
www.BRAC.gov website. 

The application of the Technical Joint Cross Service Group's metric and scoring plan to 
OSSG provides an unreliable and arbitrary characterization of the mission capability and 
military value of the OSSG organization for the reasons listed below. These reasons are 
based on the inappropriate application of the R&D optimized Metric and Scoring Plan 
used by the TJCSG to the non-R&D Information Technology operations and sustainment 
and commercial Information Technology acquisition activity at OSSG and the absence of 
a Risk Assessment or Risk Management factor in the Metric and Scoring Plan. I believe 
my comments support the concerns you expressed in your report on your visit to OSSG 
on May 26th. 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation is optimized for pure research and development organizations (focus on 
formal education, writing of articles in refereed journals, award of patents to workforce, 
and IEEE type awards etc) 

OSSG is not an R&D activity 
OSSG sustains and upgrades complex combat support software systems (146 
ACAT 1 programs valued at $3.1 Billion) and acquires and manages commercial 
sofrware products (OSSG Mission Brief 2005) 

o OSSG sustains critical systems for aircraft maintenance, the supply 
systems that support logistics and maintenance finctions and Air Force 
financial systems 

o OSSG accomplishments reflect significant direct contributions to the 
current and fiture mission capabilities and military readiness of Air Force 
combat support systems (BRAC Selection Criteria #1) 



OSSG planned and executed successfully the Year 2000 testing of 
legacy software systems with no loss in systems 
OSSG has negotiated and awarded enterprise licenses for the Air 
Force for Microsoft and Oracle software (OMB has recommended 
that other DOD and Federal Agencies pursue the OSSG model for 
contracting with Microsoft to establish automated security 
patching systems and standard configurations for MS software to 
secure the Air Force Network 
OSSG awarded and is managing the contract to establish a Combat 
Support Computing environment under the GCSS-AF contract that 
provides a common, interoperable architecture for all AF combat 
support systems 
These activities are not classic R&D but reflect deep, core 
competency in the area of Information Technology acquisition and 
operation of IT systems acquired over thirty-four years since 
relocation of this activity from the Washington DC area in 197 1 

Application of an R&D optimized TJCSG metric and scoring plan produces invalid and 
unreliable results in the areas of personnel education, experience, certification, 
publication and awards for OSSG as an IT sustainment and operations organization and 
substantially understates the Mission Value of OSSG's contribution to AF combat 
support capabilities 

Personnel education 
Metric plan heavily weights attainment of formal educational degrees 

Metric uses a .5 multiplier for personnel with Associate Degree, 1.0 for 
bachelor's degree, 2.0 for master's degree and 3.0 for doctoral degree 

Scoring plan does not require that degree be in technical discipline related to 
organization's mission-inherently arbitrary and unreliable rule for predicting 
value of degree 
o OSSG uses large number of skilled enlisted military personnel as 

functional analysts (specialists in business processes) or programmers 
(45% of total workforce during reference FY 03) 

Enlisted personnel less likely to have Bachelor's degree and more 
likely to have Associates Degree (multiplier of .5 vs. 1 .O) 
Other R&D activities unlikely to have comparable enlisted 
professional and technical workforce component 

Personnel Experience 
o Metric and Scoring plan arbitrarily undervalues impact of experience by 

weighting experience based on 10 year increments (e.g. multiplier of 1.0 
for 10 years or less experience and 2.0 for 20 years or less experience) 

Weighting skewed to favor formal education over experience (e.g. 
master's degree in any discipline equates to 2.0 weighting but 
more than 10 year's experience required to get same 2.0 weighting 
under experience factor) 



Weighting inconsistent with practice for valuing experience with 
contracted technical IT work and significantly undervalues 
experience 

GCSS-AF Contract for IT enterprise architecture and software 
development (complex) required 10 year's experience for the 
Program Manager Level I category and only 3 year's 
experience for a Level I System Engineering Manager, 5 year's 
experience for a Level I Software Engineering Manager, 4 
year's experience for a Level I System's Engineer-5 year's 
experience for a Level I1 System's Engineer 
Actual practice for contract personnel experience for skilled IT 
personnel, like OSSG, indicates that multipliers would use 5 
year increments for weighting vice 10 year increments 

Rules for measurement of experience period undervalues experience of 
prior military service personnel 

Metric and Scoring Plan counts experience from date first 
college degree awarded or Service Computation date 
whichever is earlier 
Large percentage of civilian personnel at OSSG have prior 
military experience in same organization (often as enlisted 
personnel) 
This military experience not counted if prior to award of 
college degree (as enlisted person working on same projects) or 
prior to civilian Service Computation Date 

o Rule significantly undercounts years of experience of 
prior military service personnel working in this 
organization that are now AF Civilian 

Metric and Scoring Plan does not include contractor employees 
working on-site (most of them are ex-militarylgovt. personnel who are 
resident in Montgomery and have extensive experience with specific 
AF systems) 

Combined impact of weighting biases for college degrees and experience and rules 
for counting experience significantly undervalue military value of OSSG personnel 

o C4ISR D&A counted "people as 20% of factor with education and experience 
as 60% of that factor(20 % education and 40% experience) 

o Undervaluing and counting of experience significantly impacts and arbitrarily 
discounted contribution of OSSG operations and sustainment workforce under 
the Metric and Scoring Plan optimized for R&D Research organizations 

Metric and Scoring Plan similarly undercounts relevant certifications and awards 
o Metric and Scoring Plan counts DAWIA Certification levels only for GS-14 

and above personnel 
OSSG, as Operations and Sustainment activity, has lower grade 
structure with larger number of military personnel (enlisted 45% of 
organization) and lower civilian grades(1ow cost area, only 21 of 1248 
personnel are GS-14 and above) so that Acquisition Certifications of 
GS- 1 3 and below or military equivalents not counted 



o Professional/Technical Workforce Certifications geared to R&D Basic 
Engineering rather than Commercial Software Certifications 

IEEE Certified Software Development, International Institute for 
Software Testing, and Rational Unified Process Certification or 
Software Engineering Instititute (SEI) Certification Program (Note 
that inclusion of single software vendor proprietary certification 
program (Rational) without inclusion of other software vendor 
certification programs appears arbitrary) 
OSSG as operations and sustainment organization relies on 
Commercial Software vendor proprietary certification programs rather 
than basic engineering certifications to perform mission 

OSSG has Sun JAVA Center of Excellence Certification 
program, SEI certification as level I11 software development 
organization, and various other vendor certification programs 
such as Microsoft and Oracle certification programs that were 
not considered relevant in the Metric and Scoring Plan 

o Patents, Publications and Awards 
This Metric and Scoring Plan factor clearly focused on basic research 
organizations and not operations and sustainment organizations like 
OSSG that do not develop patentable technology or license 
government developed software to civilian businesses 
Awards include research oriented National Academy of Science 
awards and other activity focused awards such as Space Technology 
Hall of Fame but do not include awards relevant to Information 
Technology 

OSSG has won numerous COTS IT acquisition awards that 
were not eligible for counting such as Air Force Acquisition 
Special Recognition Award for the Air Force Information 
Technology Commodity Council in 2004 and Air Force 
Information Technology Commodity Council-finalist for FOSE 
Federal Executive Leadership Council's 2005 Showcase of 
Excellence Award (OSSG provided core team for AF 
Information Technology Commodity Council based on 
extensive, deep experience acquiring commercial IT) 

Physical Environment factor of Metric and Scoring Plan focuses on applied research 
physical testing facilities but ignores relevant test and control facilities for an IT 
operations and sustainment facility like OSSG 

o Physical Environment factor considers live ordnance capabilities, chem.-bio 
capability, high power laser capability facilities all optimized for basic 
research missions 

o OSSG includes special test and integration labs for GCSS-AF enterprise 
architecture and Air Force network simulation as well as AFNOSC command 
and control facility for AF network and consolidated 24x7 Help Desk (FAB) 
for all AF combat support systems but these facilities not considered relevant 
to R&D criteria in Metric and Scoring Plan for determining Military Value 



The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation uses a methodology not consistent with other personnel planning actions 
in not including a Risk Management approach and produces Synergy benefit values that 
do not consider the impact of operational risk factors on actual AF warfighting 
capabilities 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan did not apply any risk management or 
operational risk assessment to its recommended realignment of facilities and 
workforces to provide a more accurate and complete picture of the potential benefits 
as compared to potential negative impacts and costs of the realignment on the BRAC 
military valuelmilitary capability final selection criteria #1 
OMB Circular A-94, para. 9 requires that &l Federal Programs consider uncertainty, 
probability distributions and sensitivity analyses (e.g. risk management) in assessing 
the net present value of Federal Program changes 
DOD Directive 5000.2R requires that integrated risk management be applied to all 
major acquisitions to assess and reduce risk between the design, development and 
sustainment phases of acquisitions 
DOD Policy for determining whether in-house activities should be listed as 
outsourcing candidates or are inherently governmental (FAIR Act Inventory) requires 
that risk assessment and m,ulagement be applied (Enclosure 8 to DOD FAIR Guide- 
DOD Guide for Inventory of Commercial and Inherently Governmental Functions 
FAIR Act and DODI 4100.33 Commercial Activities Program Procedures, 
September 9, 1985, ASD(P&L) 
These DOD policies are not intended to avoid actions that involve risk but to identify 
and manage risk so that prudent management decisions can be made 
Failure to include risk assessment and risk management in the TJSCG 
recommendations precludes BRAC Commission review and evaluation of potential 
alternate realignment actions since there is no basis to assess differences in relative 
risk to the AF combat capabilities associated with the recommendation and any 
alternate plan 

o TJCSG recommendations appear only to have considered sensitivity and 
uncertainty with respect to military value calculations under their Metric and 
Scoring Plan of alternative realignment scenarios-the Metric and Scoring Plan 
only considers the value of inputs (e.g. personnel, education, experience, 
facilities, BUT not results or actual impact on the Air Force military mission 
and military capability(e.g. what is impact on AF Aircraft Maintenance 
systems if proposed ERP replacement systems to be awarded by DSFG at 
WPAFB are delayed and the legacy CAMS system needs to be updated by 
OSSG to support the Joint Strike Fighter?-this scenario occurred when the 
legacy CAMS system had to be modified for the F-22 raptor because the 
IMDS modernization was cancelled due to failed performance) 

o On 23 March 2001, General Lester Lyles, former AFMC Commander testified 
to the House Armed Services Committee about the real risk management 
impacts of BRAC 95 

"As a result of BRAC, we transferred approximately 40% of our 
organic workload to our remaining three ALCs. This workload 
included ground communications electronics, F- 15 aircraft, 



exchangeables, A- 10 and software from SM-ALC, and nuclear 
weapons, gas turbine engines, F100 engine, and nuclear weapons, fuel 
accessories, C-5 and electronic support equipment from SA-ALC. 
These transfers did not occur without difficulties. The exchangeable 
repair workloads proved to be difficult. Parts shortages, transferred 
support equipment calibration, and out of date technical data delayed 
our ability to provide these items in the quantity needed to satisfy 
readiness requirements. Labor shortages caused F- 100 engine repair to 
drop below the requirements needed for war readiness reserve. We 
continue to increase production, mitigating these readiness risks. 
These limitations on industrial production will soon run their course as 
workload transitions are completed" 
BRAC 2005 will impact Air Force readiness in unanticipated and 
potentially adverse ways if risk assessments are not required as part of 
the BRAC Panel's review process-presence of this type risk is known 
but was not analyzed to support these recoinmendations 

Realignment of the MSG AFC4ISR development and OSSG operations and 
sustainment AFC4ISR activities to Hanscom AB during the same BRAC stipulated 
time fiames does involve significant levels of operational risk to AF combat support 
capabilities 

o MSG is planning initial Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) COTS software 
acquisition and integration to replace the critical AF financial (DEAMS) and 
logistics (ECSS) combat support business systems 

The AF has not successfully implemented ERP modernizations in the 
recent past (failed efforts for major SBSS and IMDS logistics systems 
in 1996-1 999) 
ERP modernizations frequently fail in commercial and government 
sector based on difficulties in realigning internal business processes 
and complexity of transition from legacy systems to new systems 
(failure rates approach 50%) 

Support of the ERP modernization by government activities 
that understand the legacy systems and current business 
processes is a critical technical requirement for success 

In the past, AF has had to revert to use and modernization of legacy 
business systems when these ERP modernizations failed in order to 
maintain AF combat support capabilities (SBSS and IMDS refresh and 
modernization in 2000-2002) 

o If MSG does not succeed or slips these ERP modernizations (2005-2009), 
OSSG capability to upgrade and sustain the operational legacy systems will be 
critical to AF combat support capability 

Prior BRAC realignments typically transferred only 30% of current 
government personnel 

Loss of highly experienced OSSG combat support functional 
analysts and programmers as well as long term local contractor 
personnel as a result of BRAC realignment to Hanscom AB 
could delay AF ability to reconstitute experienced government 



or contractor workforce to provide key support to ERP 
modernizations or to upgrade operational legacy systems 
during critical 2005-2009 time frame at Hanscom AB 
Operational risk impacts as result of BRAC are not 
hypothetical as reflected in AFMCICC, Gen. Lester Lyles' 
testimony to House Armed Services Committee on 23 March 
200 1 outlining impact on combat support capabilities of AFMC 
depots as a result of BRAC 1993 and 1995 realignments 

Based on these considerations, I believe that the TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan 
methodology and results for the AFC4ISR realignment as it affects OSSG in 
Montgomery AL need to be reevaluated and recalculated to accurately reflect the mission 
value of IT operations and sustainment activities and risk assessment methodologies 
should be applied to the proposed realignments to accurately assess the potential impact 
on AF mission capability and to consider alternate realignment strategies that realign 
acitivities at OSSG, rather than Hanscom AB where the DISA computer operations, Air 
Force HELP DESK and Air Force Network Operations Center and test beds are located 
with the largest percentage of the skilled workforce that has managed these systems for 
34 years. The creation of an Operational Support and Sustainment Wing at Hanscom AB 
in Fall 2004 provided the coordination between the DSFG activities at WPAFB and 
OSSG that will produce the synergies desired by the TJCSG recommendation without the 
operational capability risks of relocating these activities to Hanscom AB where the 
working level support has never been provided. 



Jeffiey Titrud 
0 7 0 5 2 0 0 5  

2 15 Arrowhead Drive 
Montgomery AL 36 1 17-4 105 
June 29,2005 

RE: BRAC 2005 Technical Joint Cross Service Group Recommended Consolidation of 
Air and Space C4ISR Research Development Test and Evaluation-OSSG, Montgomery 
AL 

Honorable Philip Coyle 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Mr. Coyle; 
I am an AF civilian employee at OSSG in Montgomery AL, one of three current 

software sustainment and modernization activities for Air Force combat support business 
systems that are slated to be moved to Hanscom AFB under subject recommendation. 
Thank you for soliciting comments from affected locations on your public 
www.BRAC.gov website. 

The application of the Technical Joint Cross Service Group's metric and scoring plan to 
OSSG provides an unreliable and arbitrary characterization of the mission capability and 
military value of the OSSG organization for the reasons listed below. These reasons are 
based on the inappropriate application of the R&D optimized Metric and Scoring Plan 
used by the TJCSG to the non-R&D Information Technology operations and sustainment 
and commercial Information Technology acquisition activity at OSSG and the absence of 
a Risk Assessment or Risk Management factor in the Metric and Scoring Plan. I believe 
your experience with classic R&D activities at Lawrence Livermore Lab will help the 
Commission's analysis of this matter and that your experience with operational test and 
evaluation of major systems will support analysis of the risk assessment and risk 
management issues that I describe below. 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation is optimized for pure research arid development organizations (focus on 
formal education, writing of articles in refereed journals, award of patents to workforce, 
and IEEE type awards etc) 

OSSG is not an R&D activity 
OSSG sustains and upgrades complex combat support software systems (1 46 
ACAT 1 programs valued at $3.1 Billion) and acquires and manages commercial 
software products (OSSG Mission Brief 2005) 

o OSSG sustains critical systems for aircraft maintenance, the supply 
systems that support logistics and maintenance fimctions and Air Force 
financial systems 



o OSSG accomplishments reflect significant direct contributions to the 
current and future mission capabilities and military readiness of Air Force 
combat support systems (BRAC Selection Criteria #1) 

OSSG planned and executed successfully the Year 2000 testing of 
legacy software systems with no loss in systems 
OSSG has negotiated and awarded enterprise licenses for the Air 
Force for Microsoft and Oracle software (OMB has recommended 
that other DOD and Federal Agencies pursue the OSSG model for 
contracting with Microsoft to establish automated security 
patching systems and standard configurations for MS software to 
secure the Air Force Network 
OSSG awarded and is managing the contract to establish a 
commercial Combat Support Computing environment under the 
GCSS-AF contract that provides a common, interoperable 
architecture for all AF combat support systems 
These activities are not classic R&D but reflect deep, core 
competency in the area of Information Technology acquisition and 
operation of IT systems acquired over thirty-four years since 
relocation of this activity from the Washington DC area in 1971 

Application of an R&D optimized TJCSG metric and scoring plan produces invalid and 
unreliable results in the areas of personnel education, experience, certification, 
publication and awards for OSSG as an IT sustainment and operations organization and 
substantially understates the Mission Value of OSSG's contribution to AF combat 
support capabilities 

Personnel education 
Metric plan heavily weights attainment of formal educational degrees 

Metric uses a .5 multiplier for personnel with Associate Degree, 1.0 for 
bachelor's degree, 2.0 for master's degree and 3.0 for doctoral degree 

Scoring plan does not require that degree be in technical discipline related to 
organization's mission-inherently arbitrary and unreliable rule for predicting 
value of degree 
o OSSG uses large number of skilled enlisted military personnel as 

functional analysts (specialists in business processes) or programmers 
(45% of total workforce during reference FY 03) 

Enlisted personnel less likely to have Bachelor's degree and more 
likely to have Associates Degree (multiplier of .5 vs. 1.0) 
Other R&D activities unlikely to have comparable enlisted 
professional and technical workforce component 

Personnel Experience 
o Metric and Scoring plan arbitrarily undervalues impact of experience by 

weighting experience based on 10 year increments (e.g. multiplier of 1.0 
for 10 years or less experience and 2.0 for 20 years or less experience) 

Weighting skewed to favor formal education over experience (e.g. 
master's degree in any discipline equates to 2.0 weighting but 



more than 10 year's experience required to get same 2.0 weighting 
under experience factor) 
Weighting inconsistent with practice for valuing experience with 
contracted technical IT work and significantly undervalues 
experience 

GCSS-AF Contract for IT enterprise architecture and software 
development (complex) required 10 year's experience for the 
Program Manager Level I category and only 3 year's 
experience for a Level I System Engineering Manager, 5 year's 
experience for a Level I Software Engineering Manager, 4 
year's experience for a Level I System's Engineer-5 year's 
experience for a Level I1 System's Engineer 
Actual practice for contract personnel experience for skilled IT 
personnel, like OSSG, indicates that multipliers would use 5 
year increments for weighting vice 10 year increments 

Rules for measurement of experience period undervalues experience of 
prior military service personnel 

Metric and Scoring Plan counts experience from date first 
college degree awarded or Service Computation date 
whichever is earlier 
Large percentage of civilian personnel at OSSG have prior 
military experience in same organization (often as enlisted 
personnel) 
This military experience not counted if prior to award of 
college degree (as enlisted person working on same projects) or 
prior to civilian Service Computation Date 

o Rule significantly undercounts years of experience of 
prior military service personnel working in this 
organization that are now AF Civilian 

Metric and Scoring Plan does not include contractor employees 
working on-site (most of them are ex-militarylgovt. personnel who are 
resident in Montgomery and have extensive experience with specific 
AF systems) 

Combined impact of weighting biases for college degrees and experience and rules 
for counting experience significantly undervalue military value of OSSG personnel 

o C4ISR D&A counted "people as 20% of factor with education and experience 
as 60% of that factor(20 % education and 40% experience) 

o Undervaluing and counting of experience significantly impacts and arbitrarily 
discounted contribuiion of OSSG operations and sustainrnent workforce under 
the Metric and Scoring Plan optimized for R&D Research organizations 

Metric and Scoring Plan sinlilarly undercounts relevant certifications and awards 
o Metric and Scoring Plan counts DAWIA Certification levels only for GS-14 

and above personnel 
OSSG, as Operations and Sustainment activity, has lower grade 
structure with larger number of military personnel (enlisted 45% of 
organization) and lower civilian grades(1ow cost area, only 21 of 1248 



personnel are GS-14 and above) so that Acquisition Certifications of 
GS- 1 3 and below or military equivalents not counted 

o Professional/Technical Workforce Certifications geared to R&D Basic 
Engineering rather than Commercial Sofiware Certifications 

IEEE Certified Software Development, International Institute for 
Software Testing, and Rationa1,Unified Process Certification or 
Software Engineering Instititute (SEI) Certification Program (Note 
that inclusion of single software vendor proprietary certification 
program (Rational) without inclusion of other software vendor 
certification programs appears arbitrary) 
OSSG as operations and sustainment organization relies on 
Commercial Software vendor proprietary certification programs rather 
than basic engineering certifications to perform mission 

OSSG has Sun JAVA Center of Excellence Certification 
program, SEI certification as level 111 sofbvare development 
organization, and various other vendor certification programs 
such as Microsofi and Oracle certification programs that were 
not considered relevant in the Metric and Scoring Plan 

o Patents, Publications and Awards 
This Metric and Scoring Plan factor clearly focused on basic research 
organizations and not operations and sustainment organizations like 
OSSG that do not develop patentable technology or license 
government developed software to civilian businesses 
Awards include research oriented National Academy of Science 
awards and other activity focused awards such as Space Technology 
Hall of Fame but do not include awards relevant to Information 
Technology 

OSSG has won numerous COTS IT acquisition awards that 
were not eligible for counting such as Air Force Acquisition 
Special Recognition Award for the Air Force Information 
Technology Commodity Council in 2004 and Air Force 
Information Technology Commodity Council-finalist for FOSE 
Federal Executive Leadership Council's 2005 Showcase of 
Excellence Award (OSSG provided core team for AF 
Information Technology Commodity Council based on 
extensive, deep experience acquiring commercial IT) 

Physical Environment factor of Metric and Scoring Plan focuses on applied research 
physical testing facilities but ignores relevant test and control facilities for an IT 
operations and sustainment facility like OSSG 

o Physical Environment factor considers live ordnance capabilities, chem.-bio 
capability, high power laser capability facilities all optimized for basic 
research missions 

o OSSG includes special test and integration labs for GCSS-AF enterprise 
architecture and Air Force network simulation as well as AFNOSC command 
and control facility for AF network and consolidated 24x7 Help Desk (FAB) 



for all AF combat support systems but .these facilities not considered relevant 
to R&D criteria in Metric and Scoring Plan for determining Military Value 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan in Section 4 of the Technical Volume of the BRAC 
recommendation uses a methodology not consistent with other personnel planning actions 
in not including a Risk Management approach and produces Synergy benefit values that 
do not consider the impact of operational risk factors on actual AF warfighting 
capabilities 

The TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan did not apply any risk management or 
operational risk assessment to its recommended realignment of facilities and 
workforces to provide a more accurate and complete picture of the potential benefits 
as compared to potential negative impacts and costs of the realignment on the BRAC 
military valuelmilitary capability final selection criteria #1 
OMB Circular A-94, para. 9 requires that Federal Programs consider uncertainty, 
probability distributions and sensitivity analyses (e.g. risk management) in assessing 
the net present value of Federal Program changes 
DOD Directive 5000.2R requires that integrated risk management be applied to all 
major acquisitions to assess and reduce risk between the design, development and 
sustainment phases of acquisitions 
DOD Policy for determining whether in-house activities should be listed as 
outsourcing candidates or are inherently governmental (FAN Act Inventory) requires 
that risk assessment and management be applied (Enclosure 8 to DOD FAIR Guide- 
DOD Guide for Inventory of Commercial and Inherently Governmental Functions 
FAIR Act and DODI 41 00.33 Commercial Activities Program Procedures, 
September 9, 1985, ASD(P&L) 
These DOD policies are not intended to avoid actions that involve risk but to identify 
and manage risk so that prudent management decisions can be made 
Failure to include risk assessment and risk management in the TJSCG 
recommendations precludes BRAC Commission review and evaluation of potential 
alternate realignment actions since there is no basis to assess differences in relative 
risk to the AF combat capabilities associated with the recommendation and any 
alternate plan 

o TJCSG recommendations appear only to have considered sensitivity and 
uncertainty with respect to military value calculations under their Metric and 
Scoring Plan of alternative realignment scenarios-the Metric and Scoring Plan 
only considers the value of inputs (e.g. personnel, education, experience, 
facilities, BUT not results or actual impact on the Air Force military mission 
and military capability(e.g. what is impact on AF Aircraft Maintenance 
systems if proposed ERP replacement systems to be awarded by DSFG at 
WPAFB are delayed and the legacy CAMS system needs to be updated by 
OSSG to support the Joint Strike Fighter?-this scenario occurred when the 
legacy CAMS system had to be modified for the F-22 raptor because the 
JMDS modernization was cancelled due to failed performance) 

o On 23 March 2001, General Lester Lyles, former AFMC Commander testified 
to the House Armed Services Committee about the real risk management 
impacts of BRAC 95 



"As a result of BRAC, we transferred approximately 40% of our 
organic workload to our remaining three ALCs. This workload 
included ground communications electronics, F- 15 aircraft, 
exchangeables, A- 10 and software from SM-ALC, and nuclear 
weapons, gas turbine engines, FlOO engine, and nuclear weapons, fuel 
accessories, C-5 and electronic support equipment from SA-ALC. 
These transfers did not occur without difficulties. The exchangeable 
repair workloads proved to be difficult. Parts shortages, transferred 
support equipment calibration, and out of date technical data delayed 
our ability to provide these items in the quantity needed to satisfy 
readiness requirements. Labor shortages caused F- 100 engine repair to 
drop below the requirements needed for war readiness reserve. We 
continue to increase production, mitigating these readiness risks. 
These limitations on industrial production will soon run their course as 
workload transitions are completed" 
BRAC 2005 will impact Air Force readiness in unanticipated and 
potentially adverse ways if risk assessments are not required as part of 
the BRAC Panel's review process-presence of this type risk is known 
but was not analyzed to support these recommendations 

Realignment of the MSG AFC4ISR development and OSSG operations and 
sustainment AFC4ISR activities to Hanscom AB during the same BRAC stipulated 
time frames does involve significant levels of operational risk to AF combat support 
capabilities 

o MSG is planning initial Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) COTS software 
acquisition and integration to replace the critical AF financial (DEAMS) and 
logistics (ECSS) combat support business systems 

The AF has not successfully implemented ERP modernizations in the 
recent past (failed efforts for major SBSS and IMDS logistics systems 
in 1 996- 1 999) 
ERP modernizations frequently fail in commercial and government 
sector based on difficulties in realigning internal business processes 
and complexity of transition from legacy systems to new systems 
(failure rates approach 50%) 

Support of the ERP modernization by govenment activities 
that understand the legacy systems and current business 
processes is a critical technical requirement for success 

In the past, AF has had to revert to use and modernization of legacy 
business sysiems when these ERP modernizations failed in order to 
maintain AF combat support capabilities (SBSS and IMDS refresh and 
modernization in 2000-2002) 

o If MSG does not succeed or slips these ERP modernizations (2005-2009), 
OSSG capability to upgrade and sustain the operational legacy systems will be 
critical to AF combat support capability 

Prior BRAC realignments typically transferred only 30% of current 
government personnel 



Loss of highly experienced OSSG combat support functional 
analysts and programmers as well as long term local contractor 
personnel as a result of BRAC realignment to Hanscom AB 
could delay AF ability to reconstitute experienced government 
or contractor workforce to provide key support to ERP 
modernizations or to upgrade operational legacy systems 
during critical 2005-2009 time frame at Hanscom AB 
Operational risk impacts as result of BRAC are not 
hypothetical as reflected in AFMCKC, Gen. Lester Lyles' 
testimony to House Armed Services Committee on 23 March 
2001 outlining impact on combat support capabilities of AFMC 
depots as a result of BRAC 1993 and 1995 realignments 

Based on these considerations, I believe that the TJCSG Metric and Scoring Plan 
methodology and results for the AFC4ISR realignment as it affects OSSG in 
Montgomery AL need to be reevaluated and recalculated to accurately reflect the mission 
value of IT operations and sustainment activities and risk assessment methodologies 
should be applied to the proposed realignments to'accurately assess the potential impact 
on AF mission capability and to consider alternate realignment strategies that realign 
acitivities at OSSG, rather than Hanscom AB where the DISA computer operations, Air 
Force HELP DESK and Air Force Network Operations Center and test beds are located 
with the largest percentage of the skilled workforce that has managed these systems for 
34 years. The creation of an Operational Support and Sustainment Wing at Hanscom AB 
in Fall 2004 provided the coordination between the DSFG activities at WPAFB and 
OSSG that will produce the synergies desired by the TJCSG recommendation without the 
operational capability risks of relocating these activities to Hanscom AB where the 
working level support has never been provided. 
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July 18, 2005 

Mr. Anthony Principi, Most Urgent, 2 Pages 
BRAC Commission Chairman 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

RE: Unique, "Win-Win" Solution Regarding San Diego's M.C.RD. 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

My name is Ken Lee; I am a businessman and military advocate in Southern California. 

The reason I am writing is to tell you about a unique idea with respect to the Marine Corps 
Recruit Depot in San Diego that could save the govemment millions while still retaining Marine 
Corps training and recruitment capabilities here on the west coast. 

Just 27 miles north of Camp Pendleton, there is a closed Marine base in Irvine called El Toro. 
Recently, El Toro was auctioned off to a private company with the exception of about 863 acres, 
which could not be transferred because of lingering environmental contamination. 

So what am I proposing? Because this 863-acre parcel still remains in the hands of the 
government, make this area available to the Marine Corps for use as a training ground. Why? 
There is a private $255 million offer on the table to renovate the base commissary and housing 
for Marine Corps reuse, which would save the government millions. Such a reuse proposal 
would also save the Navy additional millions in cleanup costs. There may also be some 
additional private money available to help pay for the costs of moving MCRD to El Toro. 

El Toro would make the perfect training facility for the Corps because it isn't threatened by the 
humcane season, environmental restrictions, etc. El Toro is also 15 minutes away from a 
commercial airport, which would make it easy for troop's families to visit graduating troops, etc. 

I have attached a map of El Toro, which shows the area that represents the perfect solution for 
the Marine Corps' training needs. As you can see, there's an existing entrylexit gate, train depot 
for transporting troops if necessary, and more-it just couldn't be better all the way around. 

E you have any questions, please call me. I thlnk you will find thls proposal to be timely and 
unique because of how private money is available to fund MCRD's relocation to El Toro-a 
proposal that represents a "win-win" for the BRAC committee, the Navy, and the Corps. 

Respectfully, 

Ken Lee (949) 733-8788 
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I spent the weekend at home detailing potential operational risk concerns to the Air 
Force arising from this BRAC proposal in the attached point paper. The BRAC 
Commission's compressed review time makes it difficult to test the recommendation's 
soundness. I request that the Commission ask for the operational risk assessment 
supporting this recommendation and look at the soundness and detail of its methodology. 
If there is no formal documented risk assessment, I request that you carefully assess 
whether the optimistic assumptions supporting operational benefits and cost savings are 
really supported by sound data and a sound methodology and reject this recommendation 
if it can't withstand critical scrutiny based on real world experience. 

Any risk assessment should be able to document: 
The types and extent of skills available at MSG and OSSG in the organic civilian 

and military and local contractor work force for these AF combat support systems. 
The types and extent of skills available at ESC (Hanscom AB) in the organic 

military and civilian work forces and local contractor work force to actually support these 
combat support systems. 

The likelihood for relocation of existing combat support personnel and local 
contractor personnel from MSG and OSSG to ESC at Hanscom AB based on prior BRAC 
experience for personnel transfers from lower cost to higher cost areas in other regions of 
the U.S. 

The relative risk for schedule slippage and cancellation of ERP implementation 
for Air Force combat support systems based on commercial and DOD experience with 
enterprise wide ERP implementations. 

The relative risk for extended support and upgrade of Air Force combat support 
legacy systems if the ERP implementation is delayed or cancelled. 

The comparble risk for providing support to ERP implementation andlor legacy 
combat support systems if alternative realignments such as mission consolidation at one 
of the locations where that support is currently provided. 

Based on the actual risks to Air Force combat support capabilities this recommendation 
is not consistent with the first of the BRAC selection criteria: The current and future 
mission capabilities and impact on operational readiness of the total force of the 
Department of Defense. 

The estimated cost to recruit and provide an organic/contractor work force at the new 
Hanscom AFB location will be delayed and significantly more expensive as compared to 
the current locations. This goes to the issue of whether the operational risks are likely to 
result in "savings" in the BRAC context since neither Gunter Annex at Maxwell AFB or 
Wright Patterson AFB will be closed following the realignment of OSSG and MSG but 
any marginal reductions in staff overhead at separate locations could be overwhelmed by 
the higher costs in the Boston area to attract and retain comparable skills with less actual 
combat support system experience. 

Sincerely, 

1 Attachment-Paper 



BRAC PAPER 
AFC4ISR CONSOLIDATION AND OPERATIONAL RISK 

BACKGROUND: 
BRAC 2005 Announcement on 13 May recommended Air Force consolidation of 
development and sustainment work activities for combat support automated information 
systems (AFC4ISR) at Hanscom AB by closing and relocating Material Systems 
Group(MSG) at WPAFB, and OSSG at Gunter Annex-Maxwell AFB to Hanscom AB. 

Combat Support Software mission was previously aligned at Hanscom AB with 
creation of the Operations Support and Sustainment Wing at Hanscom AB in late 
2004 to oversee the activities at MSG and OSSG and align these with the 
Command and Control Software planning at Hanscom AB-This BRAC 
recommendation would move the combat support workers to Hanscom AB 

AIR FORCE ON THRESHOLD OF MAJOR ERP IMPLEMENTATION 
Air Force is in initial stages of'a major transition of essential war fighting combat support 
automated information systems from custom software coded legacy systems that were 
developed, upgraded and modernized at OSSG and MSG over the last 25 years to 
commercial software based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. 

DEAMS, an ERP acquisition being managed at MSG for financial systems, and 
ECSS, an ERP acquisition being managed'at MSG for all AF logistics systems, 
are in initial RFP development stages with a deployment schedule that extends 
over the next seven-ten years if the program stays on schedule 

o Major enterprise implementations of ERP systems in the commercial 
business world and DOD environment are extremely complex and require 
major changes to current business processes as well as complex transitions 
from existing legacy software systems (Bearing Point designed 
architecture for logistics modernization under E-Log 2 1 for AFIIL) 

o As such, these ERP transitions have been high risk for both commercial 
and government activities (Very high percentage of these ERP 
implementations greatly exceed planned schedule/cost and many are 
cancelled). 

GAO 04-61 5, May 2004 outlined similar problems of for Army 
Business Systems Modernization and DLA's Logistics 
Modernization Program-both originally described as successhl but 
now discovering problems in meeting requirements and 
performance levels 

The AF has not successfully managed a transition to ERP systems on this scale in 
the past 15 years (SBSS to implement an ERP for just the AF Supply system was 
begun in early 1997 and cancelled in 1999 after the expenditure of $37 Million- 
estimated cost and schedule had grown from $20 Million and 20 months to $52 
Million and 67 months by mid-1999 , IMDS to implement an ERP system for 
aircraft maintenance was begun in 1996 and cancelled in 1999 after the 
expenditure of $67 Million and similar schedule extensions and cost growth) 

o Problems found by AF GRITT Team in August 1999 to be attributable to 
internal AF organization (no clear structure to resolve software 



requirements in one functional domain, such as finance, that affected 
business processes in other domains, such as Logistics) 

o AF initiated process changes to address this concern but processes not 
proven on the scale and level of detail necessary to support major ERP 
implementations 

OSSG is currently successfilly implementing much smaller 
vehicle maintenance and operations ERP-LIAMSIOLVIMS but 
does not involve same level of complexity as ECSS and DEAMS 

Implementation of ERI' systems requires detailed knowledge of the current 
businesslfunctional processes and the operation of the current legacy systems to 
field and transition to ERP systems 
If ERP implementation fails or is delayed, detailed knowledge of the current 
business processes and operation of current legacy systems is essential to upgrade 
and sustain the current operational legacy systems to support combat capability 

o AF had to revert to major upgrades of legacy SBSS and CAMS systems 
when the SBSS and IMDS ERP programs were cancelled in 1999 

ISSUE: 
How much operational, war fighting risk is the Air Force incurring to move the current 
workforce organizations at MSG and OSSG that are managing and sustaining the AF 
combat support legacy automated information systems within the 2-6 year time frame 
statutorily mandated under the BRAC process? Does this risk negate the primary BRAC 
selection criteria for current and future mission capabilities and impact on operational 
readiness for this recommended realignment? 

Has the AF documented its consideration of that operational risk and documented 
the underlying facts that affect that risk? 
Can the BRAC Commission evaluate the benefits of consolidation of all AF 
C4ISR combat support activities at one base without also having the detailed risk 
related data associated with this consolidation? 
How would relative risk be affected by other alternatives such as extending the 
consolidation period outside the BRAC timetable or consolidation of work, not 
mission, at an existing combat support location with an established skill base? 

ANALYSIS OF ISSUE: 

ROLE OF WORKFORCE SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 
Implementation of ERP systems requires critical support of agency personnel who have 
an intimate and detailed knowledge of the business processes that have to be automated 
and how the current business processes were automated in the existing legacy code for 
the current combat support systems 

Established skills of existing workforce that developed and sustained legacy 
systems is based both on the development of those systems and then sustaining 
these systems and experiencing feedback based on prior operational problems and 
overcoming those challenges-higher degree of confidence 
Similarly, reverting to legacy system upgrades or extended operation and 
sustainment of legacy systems can be very difficult without access to the skilled 



workforce that developed and upgraded and sustained those automated systems 
over many years if ERP implementation is delayed (This situation was illustrated 
by the recall of retired programmers and analysts to support Y2K software 
systems analysis and testing). 

o Widely accepted automated tools for software cost estimating using 
historical data (e.g. SEER-SEM) indicate that labor force teamwork and 
broad, deep experience with the code is the largest variable for 
maintaining cost and schedule in s o h a r e  sustainment and upgrade. 

AVAILABILITY OF SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE DURING AND FOLLOWING 
REALIGNMENT 
Has the AF catalogued the current availability of detailed combat support information 
system skills at each location? 

Evaluation of depth and breadth of skills available and relevant to risk requires a 
database identifying various skills such as functional (business process) analyst, 
programmer, acquisitionlprogram management and contract management as well 
as years of experience with specific current systems. 
Relative importance of' these skills for maintenance of current combat support 
capability needs to be assessed 

o Contract management and program management skills are important but 
functional/business process analyst and software programmerldesign and 
test experience with these current systems may be more critical to 
maintenance of combat support capability and resolution of ERP problems 

Catalogue should differentiate military and civilian personnel based on potential 
availability of these personnel over ERP transition time period 
Catalogue should include local contractor personnel 

o At OSSG, for example, virtually all contractor personnel are former 
military or civilian personnel who are permanently located in local area 
and not transient hires (Local residence is true for MSG contractor 
personnel as well) 

Catalogue should include current combat support information system skills 
available at Hanscom A B  in military civilian workforce and on local AF 
contractor personnel 

o Potential risk associated with realignment derives from two sources, the 
loss of skills at current locations, MSG and OSSG, where these tasks have 
been performed for over thirty years on these systems but also the lack of 
any current workforce for AF combat support systems at Hanscom AB 

Hanscorn AB has been an R&D center for advanced electronic 
weapon systems (e.g. radars, AWACS, JSTARS with embedded 
weapon system software) and Command and Control Software 
systems 
Key workforce competencies have been acquisition management 
and contracting 
Assessment needs to address similarity of combat support software 
and command and control software (systems are similar but 
different skill set at program design i d  support level) 



Assessment needs to assess whether Hanscom workforce has skills 
in s o h a r e  system sustainment (most R&D systems are developed 
at customer's site such as Colorado Springs or Omaha rather than 
in Boston) and impact of lack of these skills 

DOD and AF have extensive actual experience with prior mission realignments under 
BRAC process 

What percentage of closing location personnel have transferred from lower cost to 
higher cost areas more than 500 miles away under prior BRAC realignments? 
What is experience with loss of skilled personnel at closing locations (most 
skilled personnel tend to leave early once closing announced and may not be 
available for transfer to realigned new location) 
What are AF estimates for transfer of current skilled work force to new location at 
Hanscom AB? Are these estimates consistent with prior experience under BRAC 
with long distance transfer from low to high cost area? 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK 
AF should assess potential risk for schedule delay or cancellation associated with planned 
transition to ERP combat support s o h a r e  systems. 

Assessment should consider likelihood of delay/cancellation based on actual 
experience of ERP implementations across similar sized government and 
commercial enterprises and length of delays based on experience 

AF should assess ability to support ERP transition based on potential loss of skills at 
MSGIOSSG locations being realigned 

AF should assess ability to obtain skills at Hanscom AB and cost to obtain those 
skills both for government personnel and contractor personnel 

AF should assess risk associated with continued sustainmentlupgrade of legacy combat 
support systems without current workforce if ERP implementation delayed or cancelled 
Risk should consider impact on AF operational combat support capabilities (e.g. SAFIFM 
as customer for DEAMS and AFIIL as customer for ECSS should concur with and sign 
risk assessment) 

AF should assess comparative risk of alternate actions: 
Phased realignment of organizations and missions over longer timetable than 
BRAC and outside BRAC process 

o Mission consolidation effectively accomplished with creation of 
Operational Support Wing at Hanscom AB in Fall 2004 to oversee MSG 
and OSSG operations and to align combat support activities with 
Command and Clontrol activities-benefits of actual work force 
consolidation and realignment of work creates exceptional risk and limited 
additional benefits 

Consolidation of work activities at alternative location where skills and 
infrastructure for combat support information systems currently exist may be 
lower risk, lower cost while still accomplishing mission alignment benefits 



2005 BRAC Commission, Thursday, May 2 6 , 2 0 0 5  
2521 South Clark Street,  Suite 6 0 0  
Arlington, Va. 22202.  
703-699-2950 
Open le t te r  t o  the  BRAC Committee 

To Whom I t  May Concern, 
Af ter  reviewing many documents relating t o  the  latest realignment and 
closure effort ,  I sti l l  remain confused about the  overall benefits t o  be 
derived from th is  ef for t  and the  timing of i t s  implementation. However, as 
an employee of the  U S .  Air  Force a t  Gunter Annex, I 'm  going t o  focus on 
the planned realignment of the  Gunter Annex resources t o  Hanscom AFB in 
Massachusetts. 
I question whether any economic gains a t  all will be realized by the  move o f  
Gunter resources as touted by DOD. Specifically: 

What is t o  be gained by moving people and/or jobs f rom a low cost 
area such as Montgomery to  a high cost area like Boston? 
Why is putting almost a quarter of a billion dollars of 
Massachusetts taxpayer's money into the  inadequate Hanscom 
facility an economic plus? Where is the  ROI? 
Where is the  R O I  on the new and refurbished facilities a t  Gunter? 
Where is the  R O I  when you have t o  pay relocation allowances, 
additional COLA, and recruitment benefits if the  jobs are moved 
t o  Massachusetts? 

Another area of impact tha t  I have read l i t t le  about is the  loss o f  
experienced personnel. There are hundreds o f  years o f  domain experience 
(Contractor - Civil Service - Military) dealing with all aspects of the  systems 
maintained here. This expertise can't be purchased "of f  the  shelf"; i t  has t o  
be recruited. Has there been any thought about this loss of capability if th is  
realignment is approved? Specifically: 

1. How is this experience t o  be replaced if the  personnel choose not 
t o  move or  are denied the  choice t o  move? 

2. I s  there a plan t o  recrui t  and train new people? If so, who are 
these people? 

3.  I s  there an estimate for  training costs if new folks are hired or 
current Hanscom assets retrained? 



I have read articles claiming the move to  Massachusetts is a plus because of 
the close proximity t o  schools such as Harvard and M.I.T. I t  has been 
written that, unlike Gunter, Hanscom is located in an "intellectually dense" 
locale. I think what they're saying here is the folks in Alabama should not be 
trusted with such an important mission in 000 due to  their lack of FORMAL 
education. I n  reality, "intellectual density" and formal education have l i t t le  
to do with the development, deployment and maintenance of  a quality 
product. These tasks are best handled by people with EXPERIENCE, not 
advanced degrees. While most of the technicians and subject matter 
experts lack advanced degrees, these people have f i r s t  hand knowledge of  
the systems they work with. Many of the folks responsible f o r  these 
systems here a t  Gunter are ret ired military and ex-military who have 
launched and repaired military aircraft, managed supply facilities, provided 
weapon systems support, conducted training and planning and utilized the 
systems they now support, in the field. This f i r s t  hand functional knowledge 
coupled with an excellent work ethic, ambition and desire f o r  excellence has 
been critical t o  the success that Gunter has enjoyed over the years; most of 
it will be lost if this realignment is allowed to  continue. While modernization 
of these systems is the goal, there is no way to  get there without the 
domain expertise these folks possess. 

Not only are the functional experts and coders important t o  the mission 
here a t  Gunter, but there are other support agencies that  provide the 
oversight, quality review and help-desk support vital for field user support. 
Much time, e f f o r t  and money were spent in personnel recruiting, additional 
training and assigning these good people to  the proper positions here a t  
Gunter. The loss of these personnel would leave a huge void in the support 
arena and negatively impact the ability t o  deliver and support a quality 
product. 
The technology and information needed by the war-fighters in the 21" 
century will be valid, timely, and available if the foundation that supports 
this e f f o r t  - Gunter personnel - is not destroyed. 



I n  a world of hidden agendas and political ambitions masquerading as 
patriotism and rational thinking within the federal government, i t  would be 
refreshing to see honest, coherent thought processes being applied to 
decisions such as this. I hope this will happen. 

T 

Pike ROYAL.  36064 


